
Typical projects have achieved significant improvement in revenue and net profit

Pricing Leadership 
Integrated Solution

Rapidly deliver pricing intelligence and actionable insights

A ready-to-use app that rapidly delivers pricing and channel incentive insights in ~3 weeks to help 
companies make data driven decisions that drive revenue and margin improvement. It is deployed 
on PwC’s secure cloud platform, leverages Tableau and is integrated with Salesforce. The app 
contains 30+ dashboards providing insights at the deal, geography, customer and product levels, on:
• Price Waterfall and Price Realization
• Deal Discounting 
• Customer Segmentation

Pricing Insights App
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To know more about the Pricing Insights 
App and PwC’s Pricing Leadership 

Integrated Solution, please reach out to our 
leaders

58% 
of organizations manage 
pricing using home- 
grown solutions with 
basic capabilities

Source: PwC Price Waterfall Benchmarking Survey 2019

Most organizations are unable to identify the impact of their pricing decisions and 
evaluate price performance. With evolving business models, sophisticated 
customer needs, and the proliferation of offering portfolios, companies need 
innovative pricing solutions to remain competitive in this dynamic environment.

PwC’s Pricing Leadership Integrated Solution aims to help clients increase 
revenue and profitability through data-driven pricing decisions.

• Product Mix Analysis
• Channel Rebates

Countries32+
Pricing projects delivered per year100+

Sectors30+
With over 500 engagements delivered, our team of global Pricing experts have 
rich experience spanning multiple industries. 

We have successfully assisted 100+ industry-leading firms in designing their 
product/service strategy and enabled their pricing transformation journeys.  

B2B Segmentation Intelligent Price Guidelines List Price Management
Segment B2B customers to tailor pricing and 
offering

Provides multiple criteria to perform B2B 
customer segmentation and helps determine 
segment-specific willingness to pay 

Right pricing discount guidelines to 
maximize profitability

Provides intelligent price guidelines (target, 
ceiling, floor) given the deal context and 
customer product attributes

Systematic and strategic setting and 
management of list prices and price lists

Provides a plug-and-play solution to 
manage price lists and list prices at region, 
country and local levels

PwC’s suite of digital Pricing solutions with advanced analytics capabilities and pricing expertise 
help companies make intelligent pricing decisions that drive revenue and margin improvement

5% - 10%  
opportunity for increase in 
revenue

Up to 50 - 65%
reduction in deal escalation in certain 
key product categories

3% - 7%
opportunity for increase in gross 
margin 

Opportunity in revenue Opportunity in gross margin Reduction in deal escalations
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